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INTRODUCTION
The Hamiltonlau and Lagrangian formulati.on of a dynamic
system is an elegant approach which facilitates the solution
of certain problems and provides a framework for considering
certain abstract philosophical implications.

The basic im

portance of the Hamiltonian system and the canonical trans
formations lies in the invariances of the Hamiltonian system
base.

That is, if the motion of a system is governed by a

set of partial differential equations, the motions can be

represented by a collection of canonical mappings of the
conjugate variables. These mappings preserve the form of the
canonical equations and effectively change the basis of the
system through the mapping of the conjugate variables.
Scientific inquiry into these subtleties began in the
late eighteenth century and continued through the nineteenth
century, when a dramatic change in intellectual climate
stimulated such thinkers as Euler, Gauss, Lagrange, Hamilton
and others to visualize a closer relationship between math
ematics and philosophy.

In contrast to their eighteenth

century predecessers, these men found it impossible to re
gard the physical sciences as purely empirical disciplines.
Basic new ideas were beginning to emerge from physics and
mathematics which required fundamental re-evaluation of the
relationship between experience and "reality". The results
of their speculations have left the scientific community a
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legacy of unverified theoretical conclusions,
For problems in describing reactor systems, the flux
shape can be visualized as a three-dimensional surface un
dergoing change as time progresses.

At any point of the

reactor, the flux trajectory can be followed in time.

Thè

totality of these trajectories form a hypersurfaoe in spacetime which is effectively the solution of the equations of
motion for the system.

The trajectories can be characterised

by a first order equation, commonly callod the Harniltoxi-Jacobi

equation. The canonical equations are the characteristic
equations of this first order equation, which allows it to
be derived from a canonical transformation approach.

The

solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation then defines a gen
erating function that generates the solution surface from
the initial values of the conjugate variables.
The problems in considering a realistic description of
a large reactor, together with its accompanying operating
system are indeed formidable.

The objective of this study

is to formulate these problems with a Hamiltonlan approach
and to develop some of the relationships that exist because
of this formulation.
The generalized form of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
developed and the mathematical and geometrical implications
of the equation are discussed.

Related concepts from clas

sical mechanics such as Poisson brackets and the conservation
laws generated by Noether's theorem are developed for contin
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uous systems. The canonical transformation is shown to be
a fundamental concept in the description of the evolution of
a dynamical system.

The relationships generated by the can

onical transformation are the heart of the Hamiltonian xormulism, and gives rise to the Hamilton^Jacob! equation.

This

central theme has been absent in the recent articles promot
ing the analogy between classical mechanics and reactor
theory.
After- the general mathematioal présentation of the Ham=

iltonian formulism and the related Hamilton-Jacobi theory,
the results are applied to reactor systems.

This is general

ly restricted to the derivation of the forms of the equations
and the illustration of the relationship to certain other
techniques and methods.

This limitation is due to the dif

ficulty in actually solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation ex
cept for certain special cases. Hence, the practical aspects
of the theory is restricted to separable solutions and to
perturbation type solutions.
The theory presented in this work provides a method
for extending Turley's (l) work to time-dependent problems.
It also provides a basis for developing connections with the
solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and other techniques
such as Lie series and Laplace transformations.

The solution

of two examples from reactor theory will be obtained by solv
ing the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
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IITEEATURB REVIEW
The first use of. variational principles as a basic tool
for the formulation of reactor physics problems can be at
tributed to Selengut (2). He Illustrated that a lagrangian
functional could bô defined so that invoking Hamilton's prin
ciple yielded the original equations under consideration.
Also the variational principle could be used to develop an
approximation theory for the oaloulation of various terms of
interest in reactor physics. Selengut's work was based on
time-independent equations and Levins (3) extended the varia
tional representation to time-dependent problems through his
concept of the adjoint function.

The addition of an inde

pendent field, i._e., the adjoint flux, was shown to be
necessary to formulate Hamilton's principle for time-depend
ent systems described by the diffusion equation.
Following these two papers, a number of articles appear
ed pretaining to the inclusion of boundary conditions and the
possibllty of different forms of the Lagrangian (4-10). Dick
son's (n) thesis is the first to consider the Eamlltonlan
and the possibility of the constants of motion associated
with it.

The next discussion of the basic formulism appears

in an article by Kaplan (12) where he constructs the analogy
between the equations of reactor theory and those of classical
mechanics. This work was based on time-dependent consider
ations. Clancy and Tavel (13) extended the analogy to time-
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dependent diffusion theory and observed that in one form of
the Lagrangian the momenta were redundant variables. How
ever, they did not pursue this observation for any implication
this might have relating to the physical process under in
vestigation. Kaplan and Davis (14) have discussed the no
tion of canonical and involutory transformations for the
transport equation. They show by the canonical transformation
the equivalence of various variational formulations that have

been previously used in the literature.

The involutory trans

formation is used to relate a minimum problem to an equivalent
maximum problem.

Tavel, Olancy, and Pomraning (15) have uti

lized lîoether's theorem from classical and quantum mechanics
to construct analogies and generate some conservation laws
for reactor problems. They suggest that more complex trans
formations could lead to more significant results.
The literature illustrates that the full exploitation
of the variational principle as extended to reactor theory
has not been realized. This thesis is an attempt to emphasis
the fundamental aspects of the Eamiltonian formulation in
dynamical systems and to consider the application to reactor
theory.
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lAGEAïIGM MD EAMILTOITIM POEMUIISM
In the Introduction, the utilization of concepts from
classical mechanics vas discussed.

In this section, the

Lagrangian and Hamiltonlan formulation of a general dyaamic
system will be derived farom a general form of Hamilton's
principle.
' Lagrangian Formulation
Hamilton's principle is a realization first discovered
in the study of classical systems, and its development ap
pears in many works (16-25). Here it will be postulated that
the reactor systems obey a general form of Hamilton's prin
ciple and that the corresponding equations can be derived
from it.

The most commonly used equation to describe the

space-time behavior of a reactor has been the time-dependent
diffusion equation.
V ' nV

^ - - T o .^

S =

pjp- I f -

(1.1)

The notation is standard and is listed in Appendix A. There
are more general equations that can be used, but this one
will be the subject of investigation in the sequel.

How

ever, it does serve to remind one to review the limitations
of the use of diffusion theory.

The conclusions one makes •

when considering a phenomenon must be tempered by a consider
ation of the model used and the equations used to describe
the model.
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A general reactor system can be described by consider
ing a dynamical field with components ^V^^which are realvalued functions, where the
location in space and time,

are coordinates specifying
, the quadtuple (2^

corresponds to (x,y,2,t). The integral I is defined by

where ^ is a Lagrangian density function and T is the hypervolume determined by the coordinates[

•

A general form

of Hamilton's principle can be written as

%X —

S ^ ^

— o

(1.5}

T

where 6l denotes the first variation of the functional in
tegral I.

The stationarity of this integral gives rise to

the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with the lagrangian
density Of . This variational principle serves to distinquish
the field among all possible fields by leading to the cor
rect Euler-Lagrange equations.
To derive the Euler-Iagrange equations, consider the
field components undergoing small changes of the form
=?•

-A

(1.4)

The variation of the integral I can be written as
^

-5

(1 -5)
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If the Lagrangian density of the first term is expanded in
a Taylor's series about the Lagrangian of the unvaried var
iables, Si can be written to the first order in the small
variations <5)^ as
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The second term of the integrand is integrated by parts and
the generalized form of Green's theorem is used to convert
Eq. 1,6 into the form

=

-là

where the ^are the direction cosines of the outward di
rected normal to the hypersurface <; at any point.

If the var

iation of the field components is zero on the hypersurface,
then the expression of 51 yields the Euler-Lagrange equations.
s K "

~

(1.8)

This set of equations can be written in a more compact form
by defining the functional derivative of ôS by
(1.9)
Equation 1.8 then can be written as
l ^ — o
=
(,.,0)
6 ^yO.
The Euler-Lagrange equations have been vjritten in a
general form. Later in this study, the time coordinate will
be singled out as a special coordinate and the Euler-Lagrange
equations will take a more familiar form. The Hamiltonian
formulation of the field equations will now be derived from
an equivalent form of Hamilton's integral.
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Hamlltonian formulation
The fundamental significance of the Hamlltonian form
ulation lies in the concept of "momenta" as additional in
dependent field variables.

This gives rise to a more sym

metric form of the field equations commonly called the canon
ical equations. The momentum density components correspond
ing to field component ^ is given by

Then the Eamiltonian density is defined as
-34=

(1.12)

^5/ Ojsl

and the integral I can be expressed in terms of^as
^ = L LI
7"

^
^

!'-'3)

The canonical equations are derived in a manner similiar to
the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations by considering
small independent variations in the field and momentum com
ponents.

The variation of I becomes
" ^
' 'r/M-X+
r

S

2
]
-s y(j1.1
(4
1 . 1)

If the terms involving variation of derivatives of the var
iables are integrated by parts and Green's theorem utilized,

Si becomes
=

-E%- .

Uju
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If the surface integral, vanishes. For independent variations
of

and 0^'*'Zq. U15 can only be zero if the coefficients of
and

vanish^

This gives the canonical equations
(1.16)

J/

5^^'yr^ =. -

=

(1.17)

Vhioh are analogous to Hamilton's equations in classical
mechanios (16* 17» 21 )=

It slioulà ho noted that the develop

ment just given has abstracted the concept of monentum to in
clude all the derivatives of the field components.

It is

the usual practice to raite the momenta only as the time
derivatives.

If the integral I is written as

V
with the momenta defined now as

then the canonical equations become

where the coordinate

has been equated with the time t.

Also, terms involving the spatial derivatives of

have been

added to Eq. 1.21 to achieve a symmetrical form. The Hamiltonian density derived from the the Lagrangian density that de
pends only on the field components and their first deriv
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atives does not contain terms of this type and so Sq.. 1 .21
reduces to the proper form. However, the Hamiltonian density
need not be considered to be derived in this manner. In
general, the form of the Hamiltonian density could have been
assumed and the iagrangian density derived from it. Mercier
(21) considers this case in more detail.
The canonical field equations represent the motion of
a dynamical system as does the previously derived SulcrLagrange equations, but the defining function space manifolds
are different in concept.

In the canonical case, the field

components and momenta represent a kind of a duality between
their corresponding function spaces. This is due to the in
dependent status given to the momenta in the Hamiltonian for
mulation.
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OAUONIOAL TEAHSFORMATIOiïS
Canonical transformation is the name given to a class
of transformations that preserve the form of the canonical
equations.

It is through transformations of this type that

the true significance of the Hamiltonian formulation is re
vealed
The problem to be solved is the transformation that con
nects the following sets of oanonioal squations.

Ml = ^
I
^5%" _
^

\

\
% J

S/w
f

I

3 A.

3 2C

(2.1)

^
5>^

Eamilton's principle is required to hold in both systems and
the form of the canonical equations is to remain unchanged.
If the mapping between old and new variables is
^

^

'4"

^

(2.2)

then the requirement on Hamilton's principle yields the re
lationship

V /

5iu,?s>-"a -«-KSA"#_ - -ïjiJj__ g(
C)
(2.3)
where the last integral is an "independent integral". An
independent integral is one in which the variation vanishes
identically along the path of the motion. It can be consid
ered analogous to a total differential in a one dimensional
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case.

One form that may be written for © is the four- diver

gence of a function ^ that in general depends on both the
old and new variables.

Because of the relationship between

the field components and the momenta in each system, the
function^need only be a function of one set of the new
variables and one set of the old variables. This gives rise
to four different forms of ^to be considered.

These are

[Zw,cLj &.]

1
r

(2.4)

As an example of the derivation of the transformation
equations, consider ^ \

The independent integral can be

written for this case as

tThen 2q. 2.5 is substituted into Eq. 2,5, and the terms col
lected, the result is the following expression.

00-1

If the variation of these integrals is to be zero for both
sets of variables, the the integrands must satisfy the ex
pression
{H"-

If ré
— o
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from which the transfomation relations follow, l._ô.,
(2.8)
2

= S"

(2.9)
<2-10)
tor / w /: w
a generating function of the

^ --U

-t-i:

This set indicates that

transformation. This means that if^ is given, then the
transformation is completely specified.
xae trajasxoraiation. relictionship £ôr the otlior tlir-eû
forms that the generating function can take are as follows.
Porm^^'\
"

""

TT--'

a)
Pormia :

2) ^

r

(2«ii)

> (•''--'J)
I
d^ — /,Si 3,i/ ^

(2_,2)

"=/
^

^

*

^=/ a'a-d

Ii:"=_à34f_
3 of-/X.
.oO
Fomv; :

^ w=
ir
C/ ^^
I s^
jf
w)
- - é' ® ^
•/

(a.13)

^=/

It is noted that in every case, the new Hamiltonian den
sity differs from the old one by the explicit dependence of
the coordinates.
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EÊI-IILTOH-JACOBI TESOHY
In this section, the Esiailton-Jacobi equation will be
derived from a special considoration of a canonical tranofornation.

A generalisation of Hcmilton's principle function

will be shorn to lead to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

A

brief discussion will follow on the general solution of the
Eamilton-JaGObi equation and the central position that the
Eazilton=Jacobl equation playe in the theoiy of dynamical
systems.

Derivation by Canonical Transformation
In classical mechanics, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
derived by considering a special canonical transformation
where the new coordinates and the new momenta are constants.
The solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation then can be in
terpreted as the generating function of the motion from the
îmovm initial conditions.
In extending the Hamilton-Jacobi theory to continuous
fields, the requirement is that the new conjugate variables
be known functions. That is, the new variables reduce to

~

=

(3.1)

w=

(3.2)

where the reference has been made for time t=0.

If this is

the case, the determination of the proper generating function
will be equivalent to solving the equations of the field.
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Prom the results of the previous section, the generating
function of the form
s

C -^sT )^ i ')

( ^

( 2•5 )

yields the following transformation equations.
'

^

LKJ

/-V r \
= -&"

c*j- / 3

(J'5)

tk:

(3.6)

If the new Hamiltonian density is aero for the nevr variables,
the generalised form of the Hamilton-Jacobi eouation is ob
tained.
(5.7)
Thus the transformation that transforms the Hamiltonian to
zero yields canonical equations irhich can be immediately in
tegrated. Equation 3.7 is a first order partial differential
equation involving functionals and is in general very dif
ficult to solve. However, the fora of a complete integral
can be obtained from an extension of the theory of first or
der partial differential equations.

Because of the use that

will be made in the sequel of the Eamilton-Jacobi equation,
it is useful to derive a time-preferred formulation of the
equation. The momenta are now considered as only the time
derivatives of the field components, i.e_.,
(3.8)
The spatial derivatives are carried along without any special
notation. The integral I can be separated into two domains
of integration if the hyperspace is representable as a hyper-
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cylinder or its topological eauivalent. This gives rise to
the form of Hamilton's integral written in 2q.1.l8. ïhc cor
responding canonical equations Here given in Bq_s. 1,20 and
1.21. The derivation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for
this case proceeds in the same manner as the general case.
The assumption is made that the independent integral is now
only a function of a total time derivative, the spatial por
tion vanishing identioally on the spatial boundary. This
gives

as the corresponding Eciiilton=Jaccbi equation, in alternate
derivation of this equation based on physical considerations
1-fill be made in the nezt section when the analog of Hamilton's
principle function is considered.
Hamilton's Principle Function
Another way of deriving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
via the concept of Hamilton's principle function (24, 25).
This is more geometrical in nature than the derivation by
canonical transformation and as a result has a more direct
physical interpretation. Hamilton's principle function is
defined as the action integral over the hyperspace T expressed
as a function of the value of the coordinates and field com
ponents at the boundary, i.e,.,
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where P' and p-»' denote two locations in the hyperspacc.
Plgure 5.1 Illustrates the basic concept by representing the
hypersurfaces defined by the parameters 'S^and ;>^by two curves
with the points P' and P" lying on these surfaces.

The

curve connecting the points P' and P^^, denoted by P , is a.
natural trajectory or solution curve of the field equations.
The action integral is taken along this curve and may be
equivalently represented in the Hamiltonian notation as
s = n\ [Ig

(3.11)

The variation in S can be written as the difference of
the integrals

SS = S

•"•0)'''^ - S

(3.12)

Where the coordinates as well as the field components are

allowed to vary.

Equation 5.12 can be written in terms of

an integral with fixed limits and a term due to variation at
the boundary.

The first term in this expression vanishes except for a bound
ary term because of the path of integration.

At this point,

it is useful to introduce two types of variations.

The total

variation consists of the intrinsic variation due to the var
iation in the field components plus the variation in the field
components due to variation in the coordinates, _l._e.,

19

Pig, 3.1.

Geometry of Hamilton's principle function in the
space of

20

Equation 3.13 can then be written as

SS =

^
'^'

(3.15)
I
s
X< =/ to-/

'

S

T

?

/

If the variation in S is computed based on the functional
dependence of S, another expression for Ss becomes

and comparing with Eq. 3.15 yields the set of equations

(3-17)

^

(5-18)

These equations are the generalized equivalent to the equations
that Hamilton (24) obtained in his original work. If the time
coordinate is singled out from the other coordinates and this
is the only coordinate allowed to vary, the time-preferred
equivalents to Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18 are
^
lâ •=

-%
- -OT:/

(3.19)
(3.20)

The results just obtained are similiar to those obtained
in deriving the Hamllton-Jacobl equation by canonical trans
formation. However, there are now two sets of equations to
be satisfied by S. If the principle function had been taken
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from an integral with fixed lower boundary, the results of a
similiar development as above would have given the expressions
in Eqs. 5.4, 3.5» and 3.6. The second equation of the Hamilton-tTacobi type becomes redundant in the sense that S need
now only satisfy one equation.
The two viewpoints that have been used to derive the
Eamilton-Jacobi equation have different physical interpre
tations.

The principle function serves to relate two ar

bitrary points In the hyperspace, and thus in effoct is a
transformation between two states of the system.

This gives

rise to the two sets of equations that the principle function
must satisfy.

On the other hand, the canonical transformation

was choosen to reduce the problem to some known state, i.je.,
the initial state.

This last viewpoint is the one taken for

computational purposes since one is generally interested in
solving for the state of a dynamical system in terms of its
initial configuration.
There are other techniques for obtaining the EamiltonJacobi equation.

One method is based on the Pffafian form

of the equations of motion.

This is based on a theory of

differential forms and is similiar in approach to that of the
canonical transformations. Flanders (26) and Pars (27) dis
cuss this in their works. Oaratheodory (28) and Rund (29) de
rive the Eamilton-Jacobi equation from considerations of im
bedding theorems for geodesic fields and the concept of equiv
alent integrals.
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Solution of Hamilton-Jacobi Equation
There is not a set method of solving the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation explicitly for a given field equation.

JL general

form of the solution can be written as a complete integral
as based on the theory of first order equations.
A complete integral of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation con
sists of a functional plus an additive constant, i.£.,
s

•=

-''1

-h

c

(3.21)

"vrhere the'/?'^are
a set of constants, Prom Courant and EilAt.
bert (50), the complete solution depends on as many arbitrary
constants as independent variables.

A kno"trledge of the com

plete integral yields the solution to the canonical equations
by differentiation and elimination. The additive constant in
Eq. 3.21 appears because S occurs in the Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion only as a differentiated quantity and may be arbitrary
to this extent without violating the conditions for a solution.
Thus it is seen that the generating function that satisfies
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation which is expressed in terms of
the initial arbitrary constants is a complete integral.

This

complete integral effectively defines the solution of the
equations once the initial conditions are given. The solu
tion of the Eamilton-Jacobi equation then is of primary impor
tance in determining the solution of a dynamical system.

The

problem is to find solutions of the Eamilton-Jacobi equation
without first solving the original equations of motion.
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ïhe discussion of the principle function Indicated that
the solution of the Haailton-Jacobi equation was the integral
S - ]'Se

c/T

(3.22)

But this integral cannot be evaluated without first knovdng
the solution to the equations of motion.

This form will be

used to develop a perturbation approximation when the theory
is applied to reactor systems.
The solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be made
easier if a separation of variables can be preformed.

In

practice, only when such a separation can be made is the
Hamilton-Jacobi technique a useful computational tool. This
is generally the case for any method of solving multivariate
problems. The existence and uniqueness of general solutions
to partial differential equations is usually not of any help
in the computation of an explicit solution.

One is generally

forced to simplify the problem by assuming solutions that can
be represented by some combination of solutions of ordinary
differential equations
If the Hamiltoaian is not an explicit function of the
coordinates [x^j, the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
may be written as
S=

6J-/

(3.23)

This gives rise to the conditions for conservation of the
Eamiltonian when Eq, 3.23 is substituted into the HamiltonJacobi equation.
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There are other special cases when the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation may "be separated.

If the principle function can "be

written as a sum of terms each involving only one of the field
components
W = 'S H
•
(3.24)
XX-e/
then the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is split into a set of
equations of the form
(3.25)
Also if some of the variables are oyolic, i._e., they do not
appear in the lagrangian density, then W is simplified since
the canonical transformation to oyclio coordinates is thon
an identity transformation (l6).
this point further.

Whittaker (51) discusses

Basically the conditions for separability

are those occuring for separability in other techniques of
solution. The form of the Lagrangian and the system of co
ordinates are the joint properties that determine separability.
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IHPINITESBIAI TRMSPOEMTIOKS, POISSON BRACKETS,
Aim OOÎÏSESVATIOÎÎ LAWS
In this section, the infinitesimal e-anonical transfora»
ation will be used to illustrate that the Hamiltonian is the
generator of the actual motion. Poisson brackets are intro
duced to allow notational convenience and are shown to be a
moans for testing conserved quantities.

The derivation of

a density conservation lav; leads to consideration of tho com

ponents of the stress-energy-momentum tensor. lastly, a con
tinuous transformation of the coordinates and field components
is shown to lead to results predicted by loether's theorem.
Infinitesimal Transformations
Prom the results obtained in the discussion of canonical
transformations, the following generating function is easily
sho-im to be an identity transformation.

(4.1)
XI a/ &,= /
If an infinitesimal quantity is added to Eq. 4.1 in the form
of an arbitrary functional and infinitesimal parameter, the
result is
= 2:Z
j»~l Ui-t

^

(4.2)

The transformation equations yield the following relations.

6,=/ ^JL
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If 1)Is replaced by^and G by d%^, and the canonical equa

tions utilized, Eq.s. 4.3 and 4.4 become
(^-5)
%=

^

(4.6)
cos/ 'à^ui

This result is the infinitesimal motion as generated by the
actual motion. Thus the Hamiltonian. is the generator of the
motion. Por the time-praferred case, similiar results arc
obtained, 1,. e_.,
-M= /

% = JZT
5 =r

'

(4.7)

==

(4.8)

o/j^ = ^ -f

(4.9)

Tmere £ has been replaced by dt and functional derivatives
employed.

The motion of a dynamical system can be thought

of as a succession of infinitesimal canonical transformations
generated by the Hamiltonian.

This indicates that the canon

ical transformations may possess the properties of a group.
For certain types of fields this is indeed the case, and in
quantum mechanics it is used (32).
Now consider the generating function of the form,
MX/

6,= /

where the infinitesimal portion is represented by the varia
tion of the functional S. The transformation equations give
(4.11)
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and
,

X 5 SS

^

^

(4-12)

S/I,"

This form of the transformâtion will be used In considering

the relationship of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory to the evolu
tion operator technique in the next section. For the tinepreferred case, the equations equivalent to Eqs. 4.3 and 4,4
are

•.
%

(4.13)

c
^

If"

(4.14)

which follow from the expression obtained previously, l._e.,
S'S =s ^

(4.15)

Poisson Brackets
Following Goldstein (16), the Poisson brackets for a
continuous field can be written as

where F and J are two functionals defined as the spatial in
tegrals of their corresponding density functions. This is
generally the desirable notation when working with the timepreferred formulation. For example, the total time derivative
of the functional G
^

(4.17)
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oan be written as
^

[S,
(4.18)
O? w
using the eanonical equations and the Poisson brackets. A
Q "C

Poisson bracket may be defined for density functions also,
but the use of functional derivatives of the density functions
must be qualified due to the fact that they appeared previous
ly because of the variation of an integral quantity. The
special form of the functional derivative is essentially due
to the integration by parts of the derivative terms. Thus
one must be careful in applying functional derivatives to
density type quantities.

In light of this, the Poisson brack

et for density functions is defined as

If the canonical equations were to be expressed in terms of
density brackets, a corresponding definition would be required
for the derivatives of the density functions, i.£.,
r

VT

A

JL r.2-3L__ ilA

_

Then the canonical equations can be written as
^

~

(4.21)

These equations can also be written in terms of the Poisson
bracket of Eq. 4,16 as
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<24^=

(4.23)

% —

//]

(4.24)

Tho two sets of equa,tions are equivalent because H is deiinod
the spatial integral of^ , and the derivation of the equations were originally from Hamilto&'s integral.
The notational convenience of the Poisson bracket is
obvious, but it is the special properties of this bracket
which make it iiaportant in dynamics, Prom Eq. 4,17 the con
dition for a functional to be constant in time is that its
Poisson bracket with H is zero when the functiosal does not
depend ezplicitly on time.

=

This gives rise to the expression
o

(4.25)

for dynamical quantities that are conserved.

The question

of conservation laws for fields and density functions will
be considered next.
Conservation laws
Derivation of a density conservation law
From the functional form of the time-preferred Hamiltonian density,
3/

179^)

(4.26)

the total time derivative is computed.
(4.27)
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From the definition of 3^ in terms of the Lagrangian density
^ and the use of the Euler-lagrange equations, the inter
mediate result is obtained,
/ y/

^r/ •

-,

\

2Ai.1 4-Ux/
3^

o/'é

(4.28)

from which the following form of Eq, 4.27 is easily derived.
^

i?

(4-29)

The quantity Qi is defined by

iMjl

9; = ^
f; i7^> ^
^
The expression for

^

"

t^-30)

can be written as

2^ = -V.Q ^^
o'-jf
^
where "Q Is the vector with components

(4.31)
If

is a conserved

quantity, l.e_. % the total time derivative is zero, then Bq,
4.31 becomes
V-Q -

5 c*

^ o

(4.32)

which has the form of a continuity equation. Another density
functional analogous to
V = -

can be defined as
EA.

(4.33)

which is seen to be the opposite combination of derivatives
from Q.

If the time derivative of V; is computed and the terms

manipulated algebraically, the Intermediate result is
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by using the Euier-Lagrange equations, further rsduction re=

suits in the expression

^jhere

is the Eroneclcer delta,

I-IorsQ and Foshtach (55) give the es^ression

~

(4.56).

from which the components of the stress-energy-momentum tensor can be computed.

Comparison with the expressions for Q

and V reveal that these are the same type of terms.

Writing

out the tensor in tabular form following Horse and Peshbach
gives
^/3

3=

%

f
V5
\ Q,

9.

(4.37)

%

Hence 5/is the (4,4) component of^, and the vector"Q cor
responds to components (4,1), (4,2), and (4,5) of ^. Like
wise, the components of V are the (l,4), (2,4), and (5,4)
components of the stress-energy-momentum tensor.

These com

ponents have special significance in connection with mechan
ical and elastic systems.

For instance the Q is usually

called the field intensity or energy flow vector, and V is
generally loiovm as the field noiaentimi vector. The signifloanoG of these terms in connection with reactor theory will
be discussed in the next section.
A continuous transformation

-

The transformation depending on the continuous parameter
os is expressed by the mapping
..

\

(4.j8)

'Ai

where foro^=o the transformation reduces to the identity
transformation. If the notation for variations introduced
in Sq.. 3.14 is used and if a Taylor's series expansion to
first order terms is made of Eq. 4.58 about c<=:0, the varia
tions to be used are
— -^<40

-^40

(4.59)
1% ^4.

(4.40)

The variation in the functional integral I can be written as
(4.41)
where T* is the transformed region of integration, i.e., the
transformation carries the hypersurface Z:
the hypersurface

^

into

Equation 4.41 can be writ

ten in terms of the Jacobian of the transformation as
ST-

^
r

JI T 4 . 4 2 )
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where to first order in ^ , the Jaoobian J(z* ,xj) can be
witten as
^

(4.43)

A Taylor's series expansion of the resulting first term in
Zg. 4.42 gives the following expression for Si

lê,

- s,

+
«

(4.44)

where only terms of first order in *=< are retained.

Terms

of the form
^ (^)-

5<r-Éf/"))
3%/

and to first order in <=('

a r < ^ , « . ' > .
3^.
(*'*5)
y

_ ,

are substituted into Eq.. 4.44 and algebraic reduction gives
the result

Ltrf

a.

'%7,

The first integral is the same as obtained in deriving the
Euler-Iagrange equations. The second integral is a diverg
ence term similiar to that encountered in the derivation of
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

If $ I is required to vanish

along the path of the motion, Eq. 4.47 becomes

If the domain T is considered arbitrary, then Eq.. 4.48 implies
that the integrand vanishes, i.e.,
^

°

(4.49)

which is the form usually taken as representing IToether's
theorem.

Gel'fand and Pomin (34) and Sund (29) consider

Hoether's theorem in more detail.
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iPPLIOAîIOI TO HEAOIOR SISTEI-IS
In this section the previous theory will be discussed
with raspeet to its application to nuclear reactor systems.
The Eamiltonian for some of the field equations used to de
scribe a reactor will be derived.

The discussion of a con

tinuity equation leads to a consideration of reactor invar
iants and the calculation of the components of the stresscnorsy=nûsientuia tensor.

The action Integral is discussed

with respect to reactor theory and the relationship between
the Hamilton-Jacobl approach and the evolution operator, Lie
series, and Laplace transform methods Is investigated.

Last

ly the solution of sample problems from reactor theory are
obtained by solving their corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi
equation.
Reactor Hamiltonians
Time-dependent diffusion equation

The time-dependent diffusion equation and its correspond'
ing adjoint are
V-

- "T;

^ 52$ =r

^^

(5.1 )
(5.2)

where the notation is standard and listed in Appendix A.
There are several Lagranglans that can be used which yield
Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 upon invoking Hamilton's principle. These
can all be obtained from a general form of the Lagrangian
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density mitten as
"2^ = [VÇZS'ÎDV^-

\

by setting A equal to 0,

or 1.

+ ^/-x)v'yl

-/-

(g,;)

The variational principle

has been used primarily for the calculation of coefficients
in assumed solutions to Eqs, 5*1 and 5.2.

For example, if

the flux is assumed to be of the form
ÇZ>rv,-î^^ —
•where the

Z"

/)ZO

fr) %(Y)

(5.4)

are knovm functions, the equations for determin

ing the unloiovm coefficients

are obtained by using the

stationarity of the Hamilton integral (4, 5, 8, 9, lO).
The momenta for the diffusion equation can be defined '
for the time-preferred formulation as
(5.5)
- --v-VaA)5^
(5.6)
a^
where X again takes on the corresponding values used in de
fining the Lagrangian. The Eamiltonian is derived from its
definition in Eq. 1.12 which gives the symmetric result

This expression for "sV reduces to a simplier form on substitu
tion of the expression for the momenta.
-$/=

(5.8)

This expression for 3=/ can be used to compute the canonical
equations.

This calculation gives back the original equa
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tions, i.e.,

^ --1^ = -vV.Dy;z^^-W^''v.v^^

(5,10)

The momenta and flux variables are seen not to be in
dependent of each other. This is characteristic of the var
iational formulation of tho equations of a "dissipative"
system, That is, the liaear-ity in the first tims derivative
in the lagrangian density causes the transformation to canon

ical variables to be somewhat obscured.

This can be seen from

the Kamiltonian of Eq. 5.8 where the momenta terms have been
eliminated and 3^ appears as a function of the flux and the
adjoint flux. This is an artifical elimination due to the
relationship of the variables.

If the canonical equations

are rederived from Hamilton's principle using the relationship
between the variations of the momenta and the fluxes,
S-^ = ^

(5.11)

SJkf

(5.12)

&0

together with the usual argument for the independent varia
tions of

and $2^^ , then the canonical equations can be

written as
^ 121^1 396 J

S-22% ç!>'^

%

(5.13)
(5.14)
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These equations reduce to the original equations when the
"3 It
expressions for
and
are calculated from Eqs. 5,5 and
5.6.
The Hamilton-Jacob! equation calculated from 2q. 3.9,
using the Hamiltonian of Sq. 5.8, is
(5.,5)
= o
where the source terms in the original equations have been
vn^itten T-dth an overbar to further distinguish then from S.
For the source free equations and when A and D are constants,
Sq, 5,15 reduces to
^

J

^

(5.16)

This form of the equation will be used later in solving the
diffusion equation.
Time-de-pendent p;rou-p equations
The Hamiltonian for the time-dependent group diffusion
equations is similiar to that just obtained for the one-group
case. The group equations written in matrix form are
V = V. ra

where

,

,

and ip denote the column vectors made up to the group

fluxes and the group adjoint fluxes. The elements of the
matrices [A],[v3 and [DJare assumed constant or at least
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piece-vrise constant.

A Lagranglan corresponding to Eq.s. 5.17

and 5.18 is
(5.15)
The momenta derived from Eq. 5» 19 and denoted by P and P'"' are
^
^

—

o

- 31^

(5.20)
(5.21)

and the corresponding Hamiltonian becomes
-f-

(5.22)

The canonical equations can be written down directly as
$ = 0,- Lv]v.Mvw ^r/UY
- - V'L-^2VÏp'^~

(5,23)
(5.24)

S^
which checks the Hamiltonian by yielding the original equa
tions. The generator of the Hamllton-Jacobl equation is now
a function of the vector fluz and vector momenta so that the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the multi-group equations is
II - vw""".1^1

If, = O

(5.25)

Diffusion equation with delayed neutrons
The one-group diffusion equation with delayed neutrons
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and its associated precusor equation are (35)
-A

Ç
^ - V C-

- Hk

^

(5.26)

(-/=%="6^ (5.27)

To define the appropiate Lagrangian and Eamiltonian, the equa
tions adjoint to these are needed.
V.

These are

r<v^yg).;/2r,

AA

(5.28)
(5.29)

The momenta can be defined in the usual manner^ using appro
piate subscripts for the neutron and precusor terms.
j

(5.30)
<5.51)

The Eamiltonian becomes
/

x'*"'

fc 32)

where the symbol H denotes the combination of coefficients
"7?—

- Zll

(5.35)

A check of the Eamiltonian in Eq. 5.32 by computing the canon
ical equations yields the original equations.

The symmetric

form of 3^ has been used here because it makes the derivation
easier to follow. The Eamilton-Jacobi equation can be vrritten
directly as
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âS __ 'u-z>v^' V—,

-H: Ct-

Point rsactor kinetics ccîug.tions
The point reactor kinetics equations are derived from
the general space-time equations, Eqs. 5.26 and 5.27 by de
fining appropriately averaged quantities (36). These equations
are generally written as follows
cln

— r
^

0-/Ù -J. 1 // ^

C

"

^

(5.35)

V -

(5.36)

The corresponding adjoint equations are
=[â^£^]n* ^

o/t

XY* - X C*

C*

(5.37)

(5.53)

A Hamiltonian can be written directly from the relationship
to Eq. 5.32
[^SÉLÛ^Jn7r^

{5.39)

with the definition for the momenta
% = /7
^ =C'^

3

= O

(5.40)

= o

(5.41)

Here the unsymmetrical form for"^ has been used, as it is
more compact for notational purposes.

A check on ^ by com

puting the canonical equations is easily seen to give the
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original set.
5S

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation becomes

,r
M^ + X
C
o''/
J ^ri

^
à Ç.

(5.42)

_ T II
5C c - o
Reactor with zenon feedback
Consider the two group diffusion equation without delayed
neutrons, but with xenon and iodine feedback as given in mar^
of the standard references (37, 53).

These equations are in

general nonlinear, involving products of the field components.
If these equations are linearized by considering a perturba
tion approximation about the steady state flux and the equi
librium xenon and iodine concentrations, the result can be
^fritten in matrix form as
o
•^3

(5.45)

o
o

V's^sJ

or more compactly as
a- ^

(5.44)

vrith the terms making up the matrix M being given in Appendix
A. The Lagrangian can be written in an unsymmetrical form
by analogy with the lagrangian of the multi-group equations.
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^

(5.45)

ïiie corréspoMiag momoata are

3-^^ -

if =

(5.4S)

2^ = f

(5.47)

Then the Haniltonian becomes, simply
->/=

- VW

(5.48)

vrhere the matriz notation has disguised its complexity.

The

Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be -written in an equally simple
form as

TeleKraoher's equation
The telegrapher's equation has been used in reactor
theory to describe wave phenomena and as a better approxima
tion to the transport equation than diffusion theory. The
form of the equation normally used in reactor theory is as
follows (59) 40)

where the definition of the terms is the same as in the dif

fusion equation. The equation adjoint to Eq.. 5.50 is
dIT

3%^=

^

se

(5.51)

A Lagrangian constructed by analogy from the Lagrangian for
the diffusion equation is proposed as
-'vvçâ^-v^ —

y
'
^^ (5.52)

As a check, the Euler-lagrange equations are computed from
Eq. 1.8 and are found to yield the oringinal equations, i.e.,
•Y' — 5-^.—

— ?

^

becomes
V''DVj6

- ^

0 -O

(5.54)

which is the same as Eq. 5.50. The momenta defined in the
usual manner become

(5.56)
#

-

from which the Hamiltonian can be derived as

and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be written as
^ -h —.
2I-6

^

çi = o

. ,
15.50;

Reactor Invariants and Conservation laws
A continuity equation
A continuity equation c-an "he oasily derived from the
diffusion equation and its adjoint as vrritton in 2qs. 5.1
and 5.2 by multiplying by $2^^and $2> respectively and subtract
ing the resulting expressions. This gives the result
^^
~
(5.59)
I/" 3'é'
^ Stan-"-I'd vector identities, Sq. 5.59 can be rewritten in
the form of a continuity equation as

If the combination ^
is set equal to

is denoted by

, and the vector

then Sq. 5.60 takes on the more

traditional form of a continuity equation
yO — '\r V" 3)J = O
(5.61 )
5c
This is another way of expressing the balance equation for
a reactor. The time rate of change of the density-like quan
tity p is equal to the spatial divergence of the current-type
vector ^ . In fluid flow, a similiar type of equation re
lates the time rate of change of mass to the divergence of
the mass velocity vector (55).

If

is interpreted as a

probability density analogous to the combination of wave func
tions in quantum mechanics, the continuity equation relates
the divergence of the probable current density to the time
rate of change of the probability density. That this is a
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a valid interpretation for the diffusion equation can be ar
gued from the inherent statistical nature of the neutron mul
tiplication processes. Also the physical concept of the ad
joint function as an importance function may lend some i-reight
to this viewpoint.

Ussachof (41) defined the importance func

tion as the change in the power level of a just critical re
actor when one neutron is introduced,

Thus the point of in

troduction becomes important in determinins the resulting
change in the power.

Prom another point of view, the adjoint

variables can be interpreted as mirror or dual variables much
like the method of treating dissipativs systems in elementary
classical mechanics.

In this sense, the overall system is

treated as two subsystems where losses in one appear as gains
in the other.
The Poisson brackets allows a way of testing for a con
served quantity.

Prom its definition, the Poisson bracket

of îZ^jî^^with ^ is __

which becomes
(5.63)
which is the same as 3q. 5.6l. If the continuity equation
is integrated over the spatial volume of the reactor and
Gauss's theorem invoked on the divergence term, the result is
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.^

(5.64)

Tile usual boundary conditions on the diffusion êq.uatioa are
that the fluz and the adjoint flux go to zero on the extra
polated boundary.

If this is invoked, the total time deriv

ative of the integral ofp is zero.

Prom experience in the

solution of the diffusion equation for constant coefficients,
the time derivative of the quantity p itself is zero because
of the nature of the separable solutions.

That is, separable

type solutions yield equal and opposite signed eigenvalues
for the fluz and the adjoint flux and the time coefficients
in the product

cancel each other.

This could have also

been inferred from Eq. 5.62 since the Poisson bracket
[

yVJ

(5.65)

reduces to zero under constant coefficient conditions.

Dur

ing material changes in the reactor, the product {z^^z^^will in
general not be conserved.

Equation 5.64 would imply in this

situation that the boundary condition of zero flux on the
extrapolated boundary is violated.

This may vjell be the case

since during material changes, the assumption of constant
coefficients is not valid and the solution will be in general
nonseparable. Thus it appears that the boundary conditions
for a nonseparable solution are not compatible with the van
ishing of the flux on the extrapolated surface.
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Stess-energ?/-momentum tensor connonents
Prom the previous discussion of the components of the
stress-energy-momentum tensor, certain density relations were
developed.

It is useful to ozamine the corresponding cogpo-

nents for the time-dependent diffusion equation. ?rom the
lagrangian of

5.j in the symmetric form, the components

of Q are
=

If

(,.66)

X-/

iz.1

does not depend explicitly on the coordinates, l._e.,

for constant coefficients in the diffusion equation, the re
lation analogous to Eq. 4.51 is
[rDiévi^-"

-h ^-O

(5.67)

This is the same result as Tavel, Clancy and Pomraning (15)
obtained by applying îïoether's theorem to the diffusion eq
uation. They integrate Eq. 5.67 over the volume of the reac
tor to define an "energy" of the diffusion process as
jE

=:

^ «/v -A ^ c/à(5.68)
V
•^0
s
in analogy to classical mechanics. Tavel, ejb al. obtained
their result from an infinitesimal translation in the time
coordinate vrhich agrees with the interpretation of the vector
Q as an energy flow vector for the process.
The calculation of the components of V gives the result
J

= -tiff #=*["'« -" «'J

B.«)
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Tlie equations analogous to Zq. 4.55 can be written in a
simple form by using the dyadic notation (33), 1.^.,
U

°

(5.70)

This dyadic is referred to in mechanics as the stress dyadic
and is made up of components corresponding to the upper left
array in the ZS tensor.

Equation 5.70 ezpresses a condition

on the neutron field when^ does not depend explicitly on
the coordinates which implies constant coefficients.

The

vector Y is seen to be the same as the vector -j introduced
in the discussion of the continuity equation.

The relation

ship given in Eq. 5.70 does not appear to have much use in
connection with the diffusion equation because of the diffi
culty in making physical interpretations of the terms involved.
Relationship of Hamilton-Jacobi Theory to Other Techniques
The action integral
The action integral has been defined as the Hamilton in
tegral expressed as a function of tis limits, l._e.,
S -

Izfo/T

(5.71)

There are two ways to visualize the motion as determined by
an action principle of this type.

That is, the natural motion

of any dynamical system can be found if two events are knoi-m
to occur during the course of the motion.

Then the variation

of the integral in Eq. 5.71 between the knotm events must be
stationary for small variations about the actual path of the
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motion.

For tsone types of problems, this interpretation of

the motion is unsatisfactory.

This is the case when the solu

tion of the equations of motion is to be obtained from "know
ledge of some initial configuration.

The form of the canon

ical equations suggests that they require only the initial
data to be knoi-m.
If the variation in the action is considered as due to
a small variation in the upper bound of Eq. 5.71, the expres
sion for

becomes

where the origin of the terms has been discussed previously.
Taking the limit as Gr goes to zero gives the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation.

The difference in the value of the action due to

the change in the field component at the upper bound is
^
In the limit as

^ 11y „

(5.,35

goes to zero, the relation of S to the

momentum at the upper bound is obtained.

Prom this derivation, the momenta (adjoint variables in the
Hamiltonian formulation of the diffusion equation) are the
tejrms that express the sensitivity of S to changes in the end
conditions. This change of the action was for the progression
of time.

The action integral can also be used to define the
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perturbâtion from one Lagrangian density to another. The
change in the action then becomes

CO
where the parameter X is a coupling parameter batween the
unperturbed and the perturbed situations.
time limits are now imposed.

ITota that the fixed .

This allows the variation of

the action to be written for a variation in the coupling pa
rameter, i.e_.,
gs'zc So
where the

+

Z= S AS,

refers to the unprsturbed action.

(s.ya)

The more gen

eral case of a perturbation under time evolution can be con
sidered as a combination of the previously discussed cases.
That is consider the variation of the action in the form
"TVoC

.

This can be seen to be the sum of the variation due to the
time evolution plus the variation due to the perturbation.
Thus the result

__

^S

(5.73)

The usual approach to solve this type of problem is to
solve the unperturbed case first and then determine the per
turbed motion from the unperturbed.

In solving the time-

dependent diffusion equation, the mixing of the space and time
perturbation is possible due to the manner in which control
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rods are moved. E&wover, talcing the system as a whole, vrhen
the spatial boundaries are fixed and the coefficients are
constant, the solution to the equations is separable.

The

time-dependent motion of a control rod would change the rel
ative relationship to the internal boundaries of the reactor.
This would in general result in nonseparable solutions to the
equations during the transit of the rod motion, and would af
fect to some degree the transient portion of the solution
after rod motion has ceased. Thus perturbations made to a
reactor so as not to violate the assumptions of separability
are often of an unrealistic nature. For example, a sudden
step change in the Eamiltonian of a reactor system can be ex
pressed as the change between two conservative systems, i . ,
the Eamiltonian is not an explicit function of space and time
in both the perturbed and unperturbed cases.
The problem is to relate the solution of the unperturbed
problem to the solution to the perturbed problem in terms of
some operational procedure. In the usual modal approach to
space-time problems, the initial or unperturbed solution is
expressed in terms of modes (generally known space functions)
which are generally derived from some type of eigenvalue prob
lem.

For example, consider the diffusion equation written in

operator form as
==

== (3

(5.79)

The solution to this problem can be expressed in terms of
the eigenvectors of the operator

as
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C~J

(5.80)

vrhere the Q are constants to be determined from the initial
condition, i'he perturbed problem can be written as
ilii. •= {/''% -r/iliy ^

(5.81)

>' t

with the solution expressed in terms of the eigenvectors of
the unperturbed operator as
Pcfv^Tt)
where the

^

(5.82)

are unlcnovrn tine coefficients.

integral can be used to determine the

The Sa&ilton's

by substituting the

assumed solutions into the lagrangian density for the govern
ing equation and finding the conditions that make the integral
stationary with respect to variations of the unknown tine
coefficients. This is the way that the variational procedure
is usually used as a computational tool. It requires the use
of certain trial functions for the spatial portion of the
solution.

The assumptions are made that separability occurs

for each mode.

This is based on the form of the infinite

series solution to problems that posses eigenvalue type ex
pansions. The action integral solves the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for the principle function from which the solution
to the equations of motion can be obtained
Relationship to evolution operator method
The variation of the action integral consists of two
parts, namely a variation due to the time coordinate and a
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variation in the field components due to the variation in the
coordinate. The temporal portion is
55):=. "3/

(5.83)

which is the same form obtained when considering the infini
tesimal transformations. This leads to the representation
of the variation in the canonical variables in terms of G S as
s 2L = Sx -

(5.84)
(5.85)

which follow from Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12.
How consider an arbitrary dynamical quantity which is a
function of the canonical variables.
r= F

(5.86)

The variation of P due to the infinitesimal changes in the
canonical variables is

=if#
where the variation S is to be distinguished from the change
due to the explicit dependence denoted by the usual partial
differential sign.

Thus the total differential of P is

cJ F =

(5.88)

This total differential can also be expressed in terms of
a Poisson bracket as
V/F =

(5.89)

which illustrates the relationship already established be
tween S and

.
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The perturbation of a system can be expressed in terms
of the variation of S as discussed in Eq. 5.75.

The varia

tion in the coupling parameter X causes a change in the
canonical variables, i..e.,
T"

(5.90)

Z'AV'SA) ~

(5«9l)

where the increments represent changes in
is changed to

and "1^ when

during the fixed time Interval t

to t^.

Then from the infinitesimal transformation relations, these
equations become
- SX %%

The change in F due to the change in
'h^F'___ ^ r o'

~
TfJhen

Ca)

/S is
S,M

ô>

1

L af&A)

(5.94)

is approximately zero, this variation can be expres

sed in terms of the unperturbed variables as
SFj
Sx 'Xro

r ^ ^/i^6) o>
•^-1

^
^
^ %fc) ^

1
-i

5.95

If P is expanded in terms of a Taylor's series about the
unperturbed variables, the following result is obtained.

Eow with respect to this expansion, the so-called evolution
operator can be defined through the operational relationship
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(5.97)
2ho goal is to relate tko operator Cj to the action or the
Haailtonian. Ifùte that the evolution opQrator for the per
turbation problem relates the value of F in terms of the un
perturbed variables at a given time t. The operator oan also
be expanded in a Taylor's series as
(T,^

^ if-/,,/5V ^ r L t " "

where £"0 is the unperturbed operator.

(5.93)

One can also associate

an operator with the expression in Eq. 5.94.

That is define
(5.99)

where 3, refers to the perturbed action. Turley (l) defines
a similiar operator, derived from the Poisson bracket as (see

—^ X

(5.100)

Another operator can also be defined in terms of the
perturbed Lagrangian as
,,/

A A r 3^'
I

^ A- 1
(5..01)

However, by the definition of the action S, this operator is
7' by
related to A
A
P^ =

^
S
•^o

^

(5.102)
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r/'
which is also the relationship between / A\ and

since the

perturbed lagrangian and the perturbed Hamiltonian are the
same when the perturbation is not directly made to the time
derivative terms.

Thus it is seen that the action operator

is the integral of the operator that appears in Turley's
work, and expressed as a function of the time at the upper
limit of the action integral.
The relationship can be carried further by finding an
equivalent eapression for the evolution operator (f) . The
first term in the Taylor's series of Eq.. 5*96 becomes
- Px Hr.)

OA

(5.103)

Differentiating Eq., 5.97 and comparing terms with Eg,. 5.103
gives the result
à A 'A - /

- P),

(5.104)

The second term in the Taylor's series for

becomes

Feynman (42) and Garrido (43) have shovm that
LK

(5.106)

which allows Eq.. 5.105 to be rewritten as

^ A"

^p '
- J -2^. '
4

°

'

1

0

7

)

The general term in the series is
z= {vif"
(
^
J

Co/g'
Z A
j
"

"

&
A

(5,,08)
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•where the symbol

J__denotes a time ordering process for

\

the evaluation of the operational Integrals (42). The ex
pression for the evolution operator then can be written sym
bolically as

,
\ e

-

J-

(5.109)

This is essentially equivalent to the result that lurley ob
tained (see Appendix B) if the relationship between iterated
integrals given by Eildebrand (44) is used.
r'^

r '^

\

\

Ir^'

= nl) \

r'^'^

\

(5.110)

Relationship to Lie series
As a starting point consider the transformation of the
canonical variables as given by
OO

= r%.]^ g

/I

^

(5.111)

OO

$

=[

= P
//% O

<5.112)

where CK is a parameter and D is an operator of the form

This operator follows from a consideration of a general
Taylor's series ezpansion of the new canonical variables
about the old, l.._e.,
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X. = % ^

+fr

- 4, ^
The functions ^ and

(5.114)

"^Uc. *- ff ^'^=<.+'" (5'115)

are seen to be functions that help

generate the transformation along the path of the motion.
Later these functions will be explioitly related to the solu
tion of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation but for the time being
the infinitesimal canonical transformation serves to define
them.
TT =

(5.116)
(5.117)

A general dynamical q.uantity P can be expressed in terms of
the new canonical variables through the use of the operator
D as

oc

4
^

(5,118)

Hovr consider the expression used in considering the
canonical transformations between old and new variables.
-Vrzf

= ss

(5.119)

AH=I

If the expression of the transformation In Eq.s. 5.111 and
5.112 are substituted Into this equation together with the
following expansion of S
Co,

s=

(5.120)

1=6
then the result is
• CO
-

7('S2f + S

OS/

(5.121)
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If the new Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of a Taylor's

series in the old variables, then the relationship defined
in Sq.. 5.118 can. be used to ezpress the new Hamiltonian in
terns of the old, i.e,.,
•h^'oV +^,

•o'-Jv'f-(5.,22)

From this equation* a form of successive approximation to the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be obtained.
ers of

Comparison of pow

gives that 3^=0 and that the expression for
Ss, =

^-1

^
/1A=I

is
(5.123)

1Î0W define W as
W =r

^— S,

(5.124)

and its variation as
Sw=

Ss,

(5.125)

Then Eq.. 5.123 becomes
S'tisi. -

(5.,26)

If the variation of W is computed based on its functional
dependence, then a comparison of the result with Eq.. 5.125
yields the equations

IT =

(5 .127)
(5.128)
(5.129)

from which the expression for D now becomes
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/ âJiV ^ _ SW.
\
SX 3^
a A. 3%.;

(5.130)

The remaining terms of the expansion for S can be ezpressed
in terms of successive operations by the D operator. The
transformation equations can be written in terms of W as
(5.131)
(5.132)
The operator D is of the same form as that considered
in tho Lie series.

Ihis is expected since the transformation

used is essentially the same form that lie originally consid
ered in his work on continuous transformations (45), A brief
presentation of the lie series is given in Appendix 0. The
specialization of the operator to the form in Eq_. 5.130 is
a particular case of the operator corresponding to the ev
olution of the system. The relationship to the evolution op
erator technique is apparent.

The parameter oi can stand for

the time increments or be used as a perturbation parameter.
Convergence properties of the lie series are considered
by Grobner (46) and also the possibility of analytic contin
uation.

These topics are beyond the scope of this study.

Relationship to Ianlace transforms
The laplace transformed diffusion equation can be written
as
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2h.e solution to this equation can be ezpressed formally in
tenus of tho inverse operator.
=

(5.134)

or upon expanding the inverse as a series^
g^(rx,s) -

—(5.135)

the Iffeunann series results tfhich gives rise to the following
s@t of equations

"
rn '/!,

~^

-

as given by Hoshino _et
solution.

(5.136)

(4?), where V, is the steady state

Equation 5.155 can then be written as
^

{5.137)

which is analogous to a Taylor's series expansion about the
origin of the s-plane.

Inversion yields the familiar expo

nential type solution.
'à //I

=

(5.

(5.138)

Prom Sq. 5.133, a Hamiltonian can be defined for the
transformed equaion by treating s as a parameter and con
sidering the momenta to be defined in terms of the spatial
derivatives, i.e.,
""
2
-j4=L-'DCV%)

2
S)

(5.139)

The problem has been reduced in dimension which is the usual
result from application of the Laplace transform to partial
differential equations.

The investigation of Hamiltonian
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mechanlos on transformed domains is an area that has received
little published attention. The dynamics should follow in a
similiar manner to ordinary dynamics, with the motion now
being considered as a transformation between states with dif
ferent s parameters. This would seem to indicate a parallel
to the perturbation process with an appropiate action integral
as discussed in the previous subsection.

Much more work needs

to be done in laying the mathematical foundation for this the
ory.
Solution of Example Problems in Reactor Theory by the
Hamilton-Jacob! Equation
One-dimensional slab reactor
The diffusion equation for the one-dimensional time
independent slab reactor is
=c

where A=

(5.140)

The lagrangian for this equation is

due to the selfadjointness of the equation under consideration.
The momenta for the problem are defined through the spatial
derivatives as
^^

(5.142)

and the Hamiltonian becomes
= 3%

+ T

(5.143)
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A check on the canonical equations reveals that this is a
correct Eamiltonian.

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation for Eq.

5.140 is then
"iS. ^ J5/
3D I 3

4- ^ 4'=^ O
^

,
,,v
(5.144)

To solve this equation, the function S is assumed to be sep
arable into the form
^

- ':\'X

(5.145)

where o( in some constant which is detormincd from the initial
conditions cn the problem.

This type of solution implies that

^ is not an explicit function of % as is the case for con
stant coefficients.
Wo (%%)

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation reduces to
4'

(5.146)

~

under the assumed solution. This can be solved for

as

= \)a-a(o<-fçi^y

(5.147)

Integration gives the result
r

Vs/ —

—7 / /

j ^ A'd' \l^
ÇÛCx=o>

^

vrhere the limits have been tal:en as

(5.148)

and ç!>C>^'o),

Prom the

transformation equations, the momenta ^ can be written as
Orfx^= lè) = \j^'
^

If

_

(5.149)
(5.,50)

is analogous to the x=:0 value of the fluz, Eq. 5.149

gives the result
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(5.151)

or solving for

^
(5.152)

wkioh is ttiQ value of the Hamiltonian.

Therefore,

is

proportional to /3 and the corresponding coordinate must be
x=0, i.£., y3 =0. This result could have also been obtained
by solving 2q. 5.150 for ^ ,
/
Ç2}/

=

xT^

(5.153)

Since the flux is required to go to zero at the extrapolated
boundaries of the slab, the conditions on the flux are that
and Ç2^<f<^)=0.
ment that/B

=0,

The first condition forces the require

and the second maintains that

Then the solution
X'

~.

can be vrritten as
^ ~ \J^
^K ^

(5.154)

which is the familiar form obtained by ordinary methods.
The coefficient of Eq.. 5.154 is related to the Hamilton
ian which is constant irregardless of the point of evaluation.
For example,
^ _ _L ry": + A

^
= --

+(5.155)

Also the fact that this is a conservative type system is shown
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by evaluating the action integral between x=0 and z=a,
s = ^ yVy =
0

(5.156)
^

•which indicates that the problem is periodic with a period of
a units since the action integral vanishes over this interval.
This becomes an obvious conclusion when the form of the orig
inal equation is compared to that for the harmonic oscillator.
The expression for S can now be witten as
S = > 3 1 ?

^

^

(

5

.

1

5

7

)

and simple algebra shows that this is indeed the integral of
the Lagrangian density.
deduced from

The usefulness of Icnowing S can be

^.148 since the solution given in Eq,. 5.154

followed directly from the transformation relationships and
the initial conditions.
Space-time problem
The time-dependent diffusion equation and its adjoint
were vncitten in Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 along with the Hamiltonian
density
^
^
'
V">r -h'\r ^ ^

(5.153)

and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
^-VDV^-V'^

(5.159)

If the assumption of constant coefficients is made, the solu
tion to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be assumed to be
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separable, l._e.,
— Y^Cç^;Or) —•f(<^)'é

(5.160)

where f(<x) is some function of the new coordinate ^ , which
is independent of time.

Substitution of Eq.. 5.160 into Eq.

5.159 yields the result

and also the condition
(5.162)
so t h a t i s independent of time.

Integrating 2q. 5.I6I

over all space and using the vector identity
I7 ^5^ = ^17 •

(5.163)

results in the expression
(5.,64)
which Implies the relation between Integrands.
^ [-vOvV
P0

(5.165)

The quantity in the brackets can be formally divided out of
the left hand side of Bq. 5.165 when it is not identically
zero. This gives the expression
3^ ""

[vD

(5.166)

The denominator is observed to be just the spatial part of
the diffusion equation.

In the normal approach to modal
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type problems, the denominator of Eq.. 5.166 is assumed to sat
isfy an eigenvalue equation of the form
M^
where the
4^

+

A

(5.167)

are the eigenvalues of the operator M and the

are the eigenfunctions.

Equation 5.166 becomes

-sw _
- nf/

^ ,
'5.168)

which can be integrated directly to give
^

(5.169)

Then S becomes
s = S'^

(5.170)

To obtain the solutions to the diffusion equation from S,
the transformation equations are computed.
Oo
__

'

-L

(5.171)

ii
n=i

STTi'o^

Prom Sq. 5.171, the combination

is seen to be independent

of time, and from Sq. 5.172 the solution is
S-

//=/

^

If initially the flux has the solution <;2f =

(5.173)
, then Eq. 5.173

becomes
(5.174)
vrhich is the same result as obtained from the original equa
tions by separation of variables.
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DISCUSSION AlID 8%Jï#IAEY
The "basic goal ot this study has "been to extend the
Hamiltonian formalism to reactor theory in a general maimer.
The maans of obtaining this goal was a systematic ezploration
of the general development followed by a specific application
to the equations of reactor theory and reactor dynamics.
This served to illustrate the overall picture as well as the
parti-culcw application to a cpQcific equation. Ihs introduc
tion of the Kamilton-tfacobi equation was seen to serve as a
bridge between the abstract formulation and the physical re
ality of natural phenomena. The main accomplishments of this
study are listed below.
1. The general development of the Eamilton-Jacobi
equation through the lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations
of a general field concept.
2. In illustration of the relationship between the var
ious foras of the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-equation
and quantities such as the components of the stress-energymomentum tensor and the derivation of terms leading to Uoether's theorem.
3. Derivation of the Hamiltonian density function for
several forms of equations used in reactor theory. These in
clude the time-dependent diffusion equation, point reactor
kinetics equations, telegrapher's equation, and the diffusion
equation with delayed neutrons.
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4. Discussion of a continuity equation occuring from
the diffusion equation, and the derivation of the components
analogous to the stress tensor for the diffusion equation.
5. The illustration of the relationship of the action
integral and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation to the evolution
operator through the development of a closely related opera
tor method. The relationship to the Lie series was made
through the consideration of a continuous transformation of
the canonical equations,
6. The solution of two sample problems from reactor
theory using the Esiailton-Jacobi equation.

Tha results ircre

shown to be the same as obtained from other methods.
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SUGGESTIONS POE FUTUEE STUDY
In the course of preforming the research presented In
this dissertation, several possibilities for future work
•ware revealed. These are listed below together with a brief
discussion.
1. The use of a variational principle for disslpative
problems that possess no inertia type terms is somewhat awk
ward to handlG. This typo of situation occurs when consider
ing the diffusion equation.

The use of the dual space defined

by the adjoint formulation is needed to formulate the lagrangian and the Hamiltonian.

A possible way to reformulate the

basic problem is through the use of the "spinor" concept that
is used in q.uantum mechanics. This can be thought of as a
two-dimensional complex space which corresponds to the fourdimensional space-time.

For example, when the field is a

spinor, linearity in the field derivatives occurs and this
is compensated for by terms slmiliar in form to that used in
constructing the Lagrangian for the time-dependent diffusion
equation.

This leads to the speculation that the dual of fluz

and adjoint field components may be formulated in terms of
spinor components.
2«

The Hamilton-Jacobi theory has a natural extension

to the optimal control problem for dynamical systems.

This

is due to the formulation of control problems as variational
problems. Snow (48) has considered this relationship for cer

tain general optimal control problems.

He illustrates that

vhen tiie addition of the control vector to the problem and
the condition for deteraining the control vector is the min
imisation of a functional, then the solution of the corre
sponding Hamilton-Jacobl equation gives the optimal control.
Ee also derives the riasiilton-Jacob! equation from the Pontyagin
mazimum principle.

V7ang (49) illustrates the derivation of

the Eamilton-Jacobi equation for distributed parameter systems
by the use of dynamic programming and the principle of optimality. The usefulness of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and
the liamiltonian formulism in the optimal control of nuclear
reactors and reactor systems has not been considered.

This

irould also add to the range of the Hamiltonian concept as a
basic formulation for the theory of reactor dynamics.
3. An investigation of the use of some of the special
functions and polynomials as an aid in solving the HamiltonJacobi equation.

For example, the so-called heat polynomials

are the fundamental solution to the heat equation which is
very similiar to the diffusion equation.

These polynomials

satisfy certain transformations and biorthogonality relations
with their Appell transforms which could proved to be useful
in their manipulation.

Also some consideration should be

given to a general class of polynomials which are basically
power series expansions in several variables. For example,
the expansion of

-6

/ .- 6

leads to the definition of the polynomial in tvro variables

Hence, the investigation of various forms of the special func
tions through polynomials or functional relationships may "bs
the basis for a standard procedure for solving the HamiltonJacobi equation and hence the equations of motion.
4. Investigation of the use of the Hamiltonian formula
tion in connection with Laplace transforms as a means for
solving space-time problems.
5.' Investigations of more complex problems then were
solved in this study by using the Eamilton-Jacobi equation.
This would require some form of approximation, possibly based
on the operator approaches that vrere mentioned in this study.
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ii"onienclc.oure and Definitions
In this appendix, a brief discussion of the nomenclature
used in the theory of general dynsiiical systozs '/ill be given
followed by definitions used in discussing the equations from
reactor theory.
Go:.erf.l dyrr.nio;:,!
Capital English or script letters have been used to de
note functional quantities.

T'he script has been reserved for

functionals that in general have a density type definition.
The script notation has been used for generating functions
of a general nature uith the generator of the Haciluon-Jacobi
equation being al%fays denoted by "ûhe traditional capital S.
The field components have been referred always as

or its

Greek capital ^ and si^iliarly for the noaenta. Hhe
subscripts refer to the supination indices.

The indices on

the coordinates ^ vill always run from 1 to 4 unless other
wise noted.

In the tize-preferred case, the indices will

run form 1 to 5 but the context will be clear when this is
the case.

The indices on the field components always runs

fro2 1 to n, and the indices on the momenta are combinations
of the coordinate and field component indices. Ill other
symbols are defined when introduced, and are generally of a
more specific nature.
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Reactor systems
In considering reactor system, the asterisk vill always
be used to denote the adjoint variables. The symbol A has
been used in this study to denote the combination of terms
or its multlsroup equivalent, ir denotes the neutron
velocity or group velocity whichever applies.

denotes

external sources. D denotes the diffusion coefficient and
denotes the absorbtion cross section and "723 denotes the
fission cross section times the neutron yield per fission.
These terms become more involved when considering multigroup
problems and one is referred to Glasstone and Edlund (35) for
a more detailed definition of the terms that appear in the
general diffusion equation..
Por the reactor equations with xenon feedback, the f and
s subscripts refer to the fast and slow groups. The subscrip
ted Vs refer to decay constants and the subscripted If 's refer
to the fission yields for the appropiate variables.
in the matrix M and

The terms

in 3q. 5.43 are defined below.

more detail see Kaplan (57).

For
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APZEnDIZ B
Evolution Operator Method
ïhis appendix is a brief preseiitatioa. of the basic prin
ciples of the so-called evolution operator method.

Chapter

five illustrates the close relationship between this method
and results obtained from perturbation theory based on the
Haniluon-Jaoobi equation. She similiarity to the infinites
imal canonical transformation relations should also be noted,
ïhe evolution operator is a concept that has been used
in quantum and statistical mechanics with much sucess. Mes
siah (50) gives a good account of the application to the
Schrodinser equation and general quantum mechanical systems.
Application to classical systems has been somewhat limited
due to the fact that classical systems are not usually viewed
from an operator approach.

Many of the perturbation tech

niques are based on this type of approach. For ezample, the
IE3 method is used where the Schrodinger equation can be re
placed by its classical limit except for certain regions
about singular points.

In fact, the classical limit of the

Schrodinger equation is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This
provides the impetus for considering classical analogs to
methods and techniques usually reserved for quantum mechanical
systems.
Recent papers by Garrido (43, 51) and Garrido and Gascon
(52), and the thesis of Turley (l) provide the basis for the
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following brief discrlption of the evolution operator tech
nique as applied to classical systems.
In quantum mechanics, the evolution operator is defined
for linear systems as the operator which carries one dynam
ical state into another in the course of time.
I

- "U

I

(B.l)

Por a classical system, consider the Liouville operator (51)
defined as
SL —{

30

(B.2)

•vïhere S is the Samiltonian and p and q are the canonically
conjugate variables for this one-dimensional development.
A functional ? of these canonical variables

r -

(3.3)

yields the followiag expression for its total time derivative
=
3^

c/^

o>à

d'à

(b4)
\
/

By use of Hamilton's canonical equations for the system, i._e.,
^

-

Tf

(B.5)

//
f ^ - 1^

(B.S)

Eq. B.4 becomes
dE
d-6

- àf ^ ^a/ _^^
3-6
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3-f

6)_^

or using the definition of the Liouville operator

(B.7)
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qJ'C

2'^

(B.8)

Hote the resemhlanoe of the operator-^to the îoisson brack
et considered in Zq. 4.16. She commutator of

and P can

be written as

F-

L^)i='J =

(B.9)

which bscones
rLnjzi
^ 7—4

Ti, O 3:?

,•3.0

SI <-/

7j A riv

(B.10)

by the definition of -12.. If the commutator (which is an op
erator) operates on the scalar unity, then the comniutator of
Eq. B.IO reduces to the Poisson bracket, i.e.,

(B.n)
where the notation of the brackets has been retained, but
subscripts used to distinguish between terms.
If the functional ? does not depend explicitly on t,
the operator S(t) is defined by the following property
(B.12)
where the subscripts denote values of q and p at t=0.

This

indicates that S(t) is the operator that generates the dynam
ical evolution of the system.

The operator -sz likewise under

goes evolution by the operator 8(t), _i.e_.,
__S2L

==

"(7

(B.i3)

Sz will be an explicit function of t because in general H
liill be.
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If the total time derivative of P is now computed from
eq.. B.12, the result is
^ ^ Pr.j - s

(3.,4)

If the previous result of 3q. B.S io equated with Sc. 3.14,
the following expression is obtained.
F]
(B.15)
d tr
By Eq. B.12 and Eq, B.I3, this expression can be written as

SLl
cZ-é-

zz

I: S.J2 rtl j 5

I
"

(B.16)

which results in the relatio:
SL£ ~ S^
c/r
This can be solved, at least formally, for S(t) as
"5=

e°

s.

(B.17)

(2.18)

or if Ji does not depend explicitly on t,

S=

(B.I9)

Instead of the differential expression of Sq. 3.17» and in
tegral equation could have been written from which to determine
S(t), i.e..

s = / '' S s

«'>

(B.20)

A solution by successive approximation based on

which must

be unity from Eq. B.12, gives the result
o

0

0

(3.21)
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APPEMDIZ 0
Lie Series
In this appendix, a brief discussion of the basic prop
erties of the I/ie series is presented. Its usefulness in
solving certain sets of differential equations makes them
particularly attractive.

The relationships to methods and

expressions discussed in this study should be apparent*
The Lie series is a nam© given by Grobner (46) to a ser
ies obtained from a continuous transformation used by Sophus
lis. It is a generalization of a Taylor's series in the sense
that the series derived is based on the defining equations
between the variables.

It is a useful method for integrating

autonomous and nonautonomous equations and certain form of
partial differential equations. Its application to reactor
problems has been limited to shielding and steady state reac
tor problems (53, 54).
The basis of the Lie series approach is the operator
D =

V.... +

(0.1)

where the functions ^<'?-)are functions of the complex var
iables

2^,(1= 1,2, ..n). The notation used here is largely

that of Grobner, but has been changed somewhat to facilitate
the comparison and extension to work in the main text. How
ever, the general consideration of complex variables will be
retained in order that the full mathematical nature of the
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theory may "be revealed.

"tD

The application of the operator e

to the analytic function fCs) yields the Lie series,

1/=.o

It

(0.2,

•

which converges as a power series in t. Some of properties
tD
of 2 and e
are expressed in the following equations.
^1-=^

(0.3)
(0.4)

CD"[•f,6A *tc(S-)2 (0.5)

c/=ù

e

(0.7)

r^/^/

^ r

•= ^/ e

(0.8)

<^11 ^ ^ //

&/

^J

(0,9)

To determine the differential equations that the Lie
series satisfy, it is desirable to introduce the following
function
(c.,0)
which represents the Lie series within a region of analyticity
of the operator D in the neighborhood of t=0.
the function

If for t=0,

is denoted by
~ '-^u

(0.11)

Then and function P(X) can be written as
P

p^
ico

^

(

0

.

1

2

)
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or in a symbolic notation
(0.13)

If the partial derivative of Eq. 0.10 yltb. respect to t is
taken, the following differential equation results,
^ Ti

~ /- = e
oC
or nore simply as

" A)

E5i- = % C^)
Ô)Z"

(0.14)

- /,a/ '

(0.15)

where
% A') --

m)= 'SL'^C-dsj)

(0.16)

Ivote that ifhen D reduces to the total differential d/dt,
the Lie series reduces to the familiar Taylor's series, i._e.,
ZS. = e'^°3 rr 'S'-^-à

(0.17)

•JTO
for the expression of a function about the point

.

Prom the previous discussion, the solution to equations
of the type as Eq. 0.15 are seen to posses the solution of
a Lie series about some initial point. Equations of this
type are common in the state variable form of linear system
theory and the Hamiltonian form of mechanical systems.
tions without the explicit t dependence of
called autonomous.

Equa

are usually

The results can be eztended to nonauton-

omous systems be adding a new state variable XQ= t. Then the
system equations are
c/Tf

(0.18)
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and
z.)
(-i-',}. ")
(0.19)
9T
and the solution is the Lie series form with D novr modified
as
^- i t

3 % ' • • • • • '% | r

(0.20)

where Zq denotes the initial value of Zg, The solution to
Zqs. 0.18 and 0.19 becomes
r'Z)
If. -%

(0,21)

Then any function P(X;t) can be espressed in terns of the
initial values of 2^ by the Lie series
"ïf
/r^x;ei = fe

.

.y

tr

)
(0.22)

iro
where

has "been replaced h^j y »

A multi-dimensional form of the Lie series operator can
be defined as

= %,/-)

-i- •• • -^

0(0.23)

Then the corresponding form of the Lie series can be expressed
by operating with 3Dj_ on the function f(z).
(5

^^
•j/ro

^42^ ^^-2-)(0.24)

In a manner similiar to the one dimensional case, the func
tion
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can be defined, and the function of

can be written as

Tliis devalopnont can be visualised more easily by consider
ing the special case -i'/here
Tg,' =

=

(0.27)

which gives rise to the multidimensional form of the Taylor's
series since
(0.28)
and
(0.29)

or
.m)(o.3o)
The operator D- posses some interesting properties that
J

have some similiarity and relationship to properties of the
infinitesimal transformation and bracket relations considered
in chapter four.

Consider what Grobner calls the "Jacobischtn

Klammersymbole",
[

(0.51 )

This will be translated as Jacobi bracket and referred to as
such. This can be written more explicitly as
^

&-%W"(0.32)
•
1
-

from the definition of

If the coefficients

commute, then Eq.. 0.32 becomes

•

and
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TF "

"517'J 3 3^

(0.33)

The Jacob! "bracket has the antisymmetric property,
(0.34)
coxomutés with itself yhen l-j, and c:±ibits a distributive
property.
+

- rZ'j',^]

(0.35)

The Jaoobi bracket can also be shotm to satisfy the relation
f

=0

(0.36)

generally referred to as Jacob!'s identity.
A general system of partial differential equation of the
_

Cf>

(0,57)
with the initial conditions,

has a solution that can be expressed in lie series form as
^

(0.39)

"^='5= - lF = o

or

•p-O

where

"

is the modified Lie operator
^

A; ^

^ 5%;

(c.»,)

and the functions 9//^ are to be analytic in the variables
and

and satisfy the integrability condition,
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f

^ •=

V-

(0.42)

Because of this roq.ulrement, the cormmtator between operators
and

takes the form
T>^.-Dj, = -Z).-2)^,

(aA3)

In analogy to the one dimensional case, an arbitrary func
tion P(X;t) can "be defined through a Lie series as

